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STATEMENT 0F THE CASE

l.

A.

Nature of the Case
This

is

an appeal from the judgment of conviction entered on Appellant Audrey Byrum's guilty

plea to a second offense Driving

Under the Influence

which she reserved her

("DUI”), by

right to

appeal the magistrate’s denial of her motion to suppress.

B.

General Course of Proceedings

About 1:30 a.m. on June
and complained that

a grey

1,

2017, an anonymous tipster traveling westbound I-84 called dispatch

Toyota SUV (“SUV") approaching

Transcript of Motion to Suppress Hearing held

exit

10-1647 (“MTS

44 was unable to maintain

Tr.”) p. 6, In. 5-7.

its

lane.

Dispatch broadcast

the possible DUI and Idaho State Police Trooper Pesina affirmed that he could respond.

Id.

at

15—

In.

19.

The Trooper waited

SUV
In.

onramp and, one to two minutes later, began following a grey
number matching the one provided by the anonymous tipster. Id. at p. 8,

at Exit 44‘s

with a license plate

2-6.

The trooper followed the SUV

interstate at Exit

Ten Mile

42 at Ten Mile.

Id.

for

about

at p, 8,

In.

a

mile as

it

merged

to the right lane and exited the

17‘20. The trooper then followed the

for |ess than a mile before initiating a traffic stop.

Id.

at p. 12,

During this approximate two-mile stretch, the trooper observed no
p. 14, ln.

15—22‘ Thus, the trooper not only observed the

SUV maintain

In.

22—

SUV

traffic violations.
its

north on

p. 13, In. 3.

lane, he also

See

id.

observed

at
it

Mile. See id. at p.
properly signal to change lanes on the interstate, to exit and turn north on Ten
— p. 13, In. 3. The trooper observed the SUV weave within its lane on two
In. 17—20; p‘ 12, In. 22

occasions — once between mile marker 4O and
Id.

at p. 8,

In.

not enough to conduct

a traffic stop‘ ld.at p. 17,

Nonetheless, the trooper initiated

behavior and the

Exit

42 and once whi|e traveling north on Ten Mile.

The trooper recognized that the SUV’s

22, 13-15‘

complaint."

"traffic

a traffic
Id‘

at p.

In.

slight

weaving within the lane was

2‘4.

stop based on his observation of the normal driving

14

In.

15—22.

The

officer identified

SUV‘s driver and, after an investigation, arrested her for DUI resulting
case. See

On

id.

at p. 10,

In.

8,

in

Ms. Byrum as the

the charge

in

the instant

10-20.

July 31, 2017, Ms.

Byrum moved

to suppress

a||

evidence derived from the

traffic stop,

Specifically,
arguing the trooper lacked a reasonable and articulable suspicion of criminal activity‘
argued that the anonymous driver’s vague report that she could not stay in her lane did

Ms. Byrum

not provide the trooper with a basis to

initiate

weaving within her |ane on two occasions
to corroborate the

anonymous

tip that

the SUV’s driver could not maintain

argued that the stop was unsupported by
Fourth

Amendment

an investigative detention, Additionally, Ms. Byrum’s

within the range of normal driving behavior and failed

fell

its

|ane.

Ms. Byrum

and articulable suspicion and violated the

a reasonable

to the United States Constitution. She asked the magistrate to suppress

evidence derived from the stop as

fruit of

At the hearing on the motion to suppress, the State presented the trooper’s testimony.

the motion, the magistrate found that the trooper located a vehicle that matched the
tipster’s description

33,

In.

14 —

p. 34,

ofthe vehicle that he or she reported could not maintain

In. 8.

The magistrate

is

Id.

at p. 25,

In.

ln ruling

on

anonymous

|ane.

MTS Tr.

SUV took

In.

sma||,

10-17. The magistrate acknowledged

not “itselfa violation," but concluded the legal driving

behavior was consistent with the information [relayed] by the anonymous
24.

its

also noted the trooper testified that the

sharp corrective turns to stay within the |ane.
that weaving within a lane of travel

all

the poisonous tree.

The magistrate concluded the trooper corroborated

caller.

at p. 34,

Id.

significant details of the tip

In.

21-

and denied the

motion to suppress.

0n October

30, 2017, Ms.

recordings, which reflect
stop. Ms.

all

Byrum moved

to

augment the record with the dispatch audio

the information provided to the trooper before he initiated the

Byrum further asked the magistrate

t0 reconsider

its

the dispatch audio recording labeled ”Ol.wav,” dispatch broadcast: "Units,
traffic

complaint, possible DUI, standby." See Written

Reconsider, 11/29/17,

p. 1-2.

In

Westbound

In

1-84 at 44,

Argument on Defendant’s Motion

to

the audio recording labeled "02.wav," dispatch broadcast: "units,

control, continuing

west bound from 44, grey 2003 Toyota 4-Runner, home address

anonymous

is still

tipster

traffic

denial of her motion to suppress.

behind.”

Id.

in

Meridian,

at 2. In dispatch audio recording labeled "03.wav," the

following exchange occurred:

one

position to take this call?

Dispatch:

Unit 630, are you

Officer:

Affirm,

Dispatch:

Cannot stay

Officer:

Control, 630, have they passed 44 yet?

Dispatch:

Affirmative,

I

am

in

in

position.

in |ane, wi||

continue to give milepost. Vehicle

westbound from

is in

far ieft lane.

44. Approaching 44, correction, approaching 42,

mile.

am

behind the vehicle,

Officer:

Control, 630,

Dispatch:

Unable to maintain

l

|ane, has

been

name.
Officer:

Copy, did they give a license plate?

all

What was
over,

the compIaint?

anonymous

tipster will not give

Dispatch:

[Plate

number].

Ms. Byrum noted the trooper’s testimony at the suppression hearing suggested dispatch
provided a running commentary on the SUV’s location and driving pattern.
recordings clarify that the trooper only received the vague report that the
lane and

was

”all

over”

in

addition to the license plate and vehicle description.

Ms. Byrum’s infraction-free driving, accompanied by
her
in

own

The dispatch audio

Id.

SUV

few

a

her lane. Mr. Byrum thus asked the magistrate to reconsider

its

in its

Id.

slight corrective

anonymous

lane, failed to corroborate "significant details” of the

could not stay

movements

tip that

within

she could not stay

decision and grant her motion to

suppress.

On December

6,

2017, the magistrate indicated that

dispatch recordings and maintained
Thereafter, Ms.

Byrum entered

its

original ruling.

had considered the transcript of the

it

SupplementaI Transcript,

p. S, In.

9-14.

right to appeal

whereby she reserved the

a conditional guilty plea

the magistrate's denial of her motion to suppress. This appeal follows.

II.

ISSUES PRESENTED

0N APPEAL

denying Ms. Byrum’s motion to suppress?

1‘

Did the magistrate err

2.

Did the magistrate abuse

in

its

discretion

in

denying Ms. Byrum’s motion to

reconsider the denial of her motion to suppress after reviewing the dispatch audio
recordings?

ARGUMENT

lll.

The Fourth Amendment

to the United States Constitution protects against unreasonable

searches and seizures. Courts must presume that a warrantiess seizure violates the Fourth

Amendment

unless the State proves that the seizure

warrant requirement. Missouri

v.

McNee/y, 569

120940 (2009) The

810—11, 203 PA3d 1203,

fell

within a well-recognized exception to the

U‘SA 141,

State

may

148 (2013); State

v‘

Bishop, 146 Idaho 804,

not use evidence obtained

in

violation of the

Fourth

evidence against the victim. Bishop, 146 Idaho at 810-11, 203 P.3d at 1209~

10;

v.

Amendment as
See also Wong Sun
By

United States, 371 U.S. 471, 485 (1963).

initiating a traffic stop,

|aw enforcement seizes the vehicle’s occupants, implicating the

Fourth Amendment’s protection. Delaware
Idaho 605, 608, 389

P3d

v‘

Prouse, 440 UVS. 648, 653 (1979); State

150, 153 (2016); State

(2015). Generally, such a seizure

is

v.

v.

Linze,

unconstitutional unless justified by probable cause. Fla.

Royer, 460 U‘S. 491, 498 (1983); Bishop, 146 Idaho at 810-11, 203 P.3d at 1209-10.

One

exception allows law enforcement to conduct a carefully tailored investigative detention
officer has a reasonable

and articulable suspicion that a person has committed or

commit

460

a crime, Rayer,

U.S. at 500; Terry

Idaho at 811, 203 P.3d at 1210.

v.

161

Neal, 159 |daho 439, 442, 362 P‘3d 514, 517

Ohio, 392 U.S.

1,

is

v.

limited

when the

about to

31, 32-33 (1968); Bishop,

146

An informant‘s

tip

mayjustify an investigative detention

——inc|uding the informant‘s veracity,

Alabama

indicia of reliability.

An anonymous

at 1210.

tip

articulable suspicion. Fla.
91,

v.

v,

detailsv

LL, 529

is

seldom sufﬁcient to support

U.S. 266,

anonymous

Here, the

SUV

when coupled

270 (2000); State

SUV from

inability to

v.

lane and

was

”a||

its

name

The

over.”

tip

SUV

maintaining

its

crossed into another lane and whether

in

own

lane, failed to corroborate "significant details“

her lane. The magistrate erred

initiate a traffic

exercised

its

reconsider,

stop and

discretion

it

in

in

from the SUV when

tip

it

describe the

a||egedly had

it

in

movements

slight corrective

ofthe anonymous

finding the trooper had a reasonable

tip that

within

she could not stay

and articulable basis to

denying the motion to suppress. Further, while the magistrate properly

considering the dispatch audios submitted with Ms. Byrum’s motion to

erroneously applied the facts contained therein to the relevant constitutional

precedent. The magistrate thus failed to reach

and abused

anonymous

lane.

Ms. Byrum’s infraction—free driving, accompanied by a few
her

broadly alleged the

tip

included no details regarding the SUV’s

lane on a single occasion or multiple times. Nor did the

basis of the tipster's knowledge, such as his or her distance
difficulty

and, as a motorist on the interstate

be identified. The anonymous

maintain a lane, such as the distance the

crossed from

reasonable and

a

Willoughby, 147 Idaho 482, 490-

may contribute to finding a reasonable and
own corroboration of the tip’s significant

tipster refused to provide a

its

v.

Hunkey, 134 Idaho 884, 848, ll P.3d 40, 44 (2000).

a distance, could not

could not maintain

a tip

with the ofﬁcer’s

White, 496 U.S. at 329; State

fo||owing the

the totality of the circumstances

White, 496 U.S. 325, 329 (1990); Bishop, 146 Idaho at 811, 203 P.3d

standing alone

211 P.3d 91, 99-100 (2009). However, such

articulable suspicion

when

and basis of knowledge—establishes adequate

reliability,

its

discretion

in

its

decision consistent with governing legal principles

denying Ms‘ Byrum’s motion to reconsider. Accordingly, this Court

should vacate the judgment of conviction and remand with instruction to grant the motion to
suppress and permit Ms, Byrum to withdraw her guilty plea.
A.

Standard of Review

On appeal from

a

motion to suppress,

this

Court accepts the

trial

court’s findings of fact

if

they

are supported by substantial evidence, but freely reviews the lower court’s application of
constitutional principles to the facts as found. Hankey, 134 Idaho at 846, 11 P.3d at 42; State

Case, 159 Idaho 546, 363 P.3d 868, 870-71

(Ct.

App. 2015). The reasonableness of

v.

a given seizure

is

a question of law requiring this Court’s independent review, Hankey, 134 Idaho at 846, 11 P.3d at

42; State

Trial

v.

Aquirre, 141 Idaho 560, 562, 112 P.3d 848, 850

(Ct.

App. 2005).

courts have the discretion to reconsider prior rulings and to consider

information. State

v‘

Montague, 114 Idaho 319, 321, 756 P.2d 1083, 1085

Court evaluates whether the

trial

court abused

its

its

all

(2)

whether the

trial

pertinent

App. 1988). This

discretion by considering: (1)

court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion;

boundaries of

(Ct.

whether the

trial

court acted within the

discretion and consistent with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices

available to
V.

B.

and

it;

(3)

whether the

court reached

trial

its

decision by an exercise of reason. Schoger

148 Idaho 622, 627, 226 P.3d 1269, 1274 (2010).

State,

The Unreliable Tip and Innocuous Driving Behavior Did Not Give Rise to a Reasonable and
Articulable Suspicion.

Whether

a tip

supports a reasonable and articulable suspicion depends on the totality of the

circumstances including the substance, source, and

496

totality

ofthe information provided. White,
Relevant factors

ofthe circumstances include: whether the informant reveals

of his or her knowledge,

based

reliability

at 811, 203, P.3d at 1210.

146 Idaho

U.S. at 329; Bishop,

whether

police

know

his

in

considering the

or her identity and the basis

the informant's location, whether the informant

her observations on first-hand observations as events were occurring, whether police

his 0r

could readily confirm or corroborate the informant’s information, whether the informant has
previous provided reliable information, whether the informant provides predictive information, and

whether the informant could be held
Bishop, 146 Idaho

203 P.3d

at 812,

criminally liable

The informant’s identity

1.

if

the report were discovered the be false.

at 1211.

is

unknowable and he or she could not be held

accountable for fabricating the report.

Whether

a tip that

merely provides

a description

ofa suspect and alleges that he or she

committed a crime amounts to reasonable suspicion depends on whether the
529

J.L.,

U.S. at 271-72; Bishop,

from

a tip

a

known
if

anonymous

tipster’s veracity

Here, the

11.

anonymous

is

caller

remained

Therefore, the caller

J.L.,

529

trooper could not identify

unidentified at the

in this

case

is

truly

his or

anonymous—his

name where

anonymous

In

contrast, an

and followed the SUV

her vehicle.

time of the suppression hearing.

102, 15 P.3d 334, 337 (Ct. App. 2000) (tipster not

obtained

was anonymous.

U.S. at 329.

tipster refused to provide identifying information

Id.

MTS Tr.

Cf.

State

v.

P.

at p. 19,

or her veracity cannot be

he or she cannot be held accountable for fabricating the report.

caller’s

tip

law enforcement receives

U‘S. at 270.

unknown and unknowable. White, 496

a sufficient distance that the

The

When

at 2111.

informant, police are able to assess the person’s reputation and hold her or him

the a||egations turn out to be fabricated.

responsible

from

146 Idaho at 812, 203 P.3d

18,

In‘

In.

4-

14-17.

known and

Larson, 135 Idaho 99,

regardless of whether dispatch

the ca||er provided her address and requested police

aid).

that the
Accordingly, only substantial corroboration of significant details could support a finding

trooper possessed
2.

a

reasonable and articulable suspicion‘

The anonymous

tip failed to reveal

the basis of the tipster’s knowledge and,

without specifics regarding the SUV's
alleges the SUV’s driver

inability to

was committing

maintain a lane, the tip simply

a DUI.

Ordinary citizens generally do not detail the basis of their everyday observations; therefore

anonymous

tips

seldom demonstrate the informant’s basis of knowledge. White. 496

U.S. at 329.

Simiiarly, the

anonymous

tipster in this case reported observing that the

lane but failed to provide details such as the distance the

the

SUV

left its

SUV

lane on a single occasion or several. Nor did the

her relative position to the

SUV

could not maintain

its

traveled into another lane or whether

anonymous

tipster describe his or

or she claimed to have observed Ms. Byrum’s driving

SUV when he

pattern.

The anonymous

a.

tip failed to

provide a basis for his or her

reliability

regarding

his or her allegations.

While
plate

at

some

point the

SUV

she believed the

anonymous

tipster could

number, the

left its

tipster

was

have been traveling

close

enough

lane and then caught up with the

the trooper began following the SUV, the

to the

a significant distance

SUV

in

anonymous tipster was too

SUV

to obtain

order to identify
far

license

its

from the SUV when he or

away

it.

At the time

for the trooper to

identify his or her vehicle.

The paucity of information provided by the confidential informant

b.

fai|ed to

provide a definite allegation for officers to corroborate.

The paucity of information provided by the confidential informant means that even when the
saw Ms. Byrum ”all over,” she very well could have been engaged

confidential informant allegedly

lawful conduct under more recent cases such as Neal.

described
failing to

in

any amount of

detail aside

maintain her lane. The Court,

from
in

in

“All

over"

is

conjunction with the allegation that Ms. Byrum was

cases such as Neal, have

made

it

clear that failing to

maintain one’s lane does not necessarily constitute a violation ofthe law‘ Even

if

true

the aliegation could be asserting that the defendant did not maintain her lane and
to legal conduct, such as crossing over a fog

in

not defined or otherwise

line.

Without more

specificity,

allegation of any law violation. Therefore, the allegation of being

”all

there

still

is

in this

case,

be referring

not even an

over” provides no

initial

fact

for the officer to corroborate.

Therefore,

it

was inappropriate

to suppress except
lane.

However,

in

for the magistrate to use that as a basis for denying the motion

conjunction with the allegation that Ms. Byrum was failing to maintain her

failing to

maintain one’s lane

is

not a defacto reason to pull

someone over and

could be construed as an allegation of legal conduct‘ Therefore, the information from the
confidential informant

is

lacking both the identity of the informant and a definite allegation. This

Court has been quite clear

grounds

Therefore, there

is

tip fails to

anonymous

was committing

a

decisions such as Neal, that failing to maintain the fog line

no fact for the

The anonymous
describing the

in

Without more

for a stop.

specificity, there’s

officer to

is

corroborate

demonstrate the informant’s basis of knowledge. Without

tipster’s location

not

not even an allegation of any law violation.

and observations, the

tip

specifics

simply alleges the SUV’s driver

DUI without any facts to corroborate the allegation. To support a reasonable and
was required to corroborate the information of the anonymous

articulable suspicion, the trooper

with an
informant, and did not. Therefore, the Court should remand the case to the magistrate

order to grant suppression and allow Ms. Byrum to withdraw her guilty plea.

3.

The trooper’s observation of normal and

legal driving fails to substantially

corroborate significant details of the anonymous tipster’s claim that the SUV’s

was committing

driver

a DUI.

Here, the magistrate concluded the trooper substantially corroborated significant details of the

anonymous
its

lane.

because the trooper verified the SUV’s information and

tipster’s report

MTS TR.

33,

p.

14—- p.35,

In.

The trooper’s

a.

In 6.

weaved within

it

The magistrate erred and should be reversed.

verification that the

information identifying the
also failed to maintain

SUV

anonymous

tipster provided correct

to increase the likelihood that the

fails

SUV

lane.

its

According to the magistrate, ”the case law” does not require an officer to corroborate "the
illegal activities”

assert illegality

or ”rewitness the

MTS

tip activity.“

Tr. p.

35

In.

However,

2»4.

addition to reliably identifying a determinate person.

in

J.L.,

529

“accurate description of a subject’s readily observable location and appearance
limited sense [that

accuse."

it]

will

he|p the police correctly identify the person

illegality,

not just

in its

tendency to identify

Search and Seizure § 9.4(h),
is

often important

activity,

must

reliably

U.S. at 272.
is

.

.

An

.re|iab|e in

the

the tipster meant to

Id.

Moreover, the "reasonable suspicion here
of

whom

a tip

which

is

in

p‘

at issue requires that a tip
a

determinate person."

213 (3d ed.1996) ("distinguishing

other criminal law contexts, from

central in anonymous-tip cases“)).

that the tipster reliably reported criminal activity.

That the anonymous

tip

is

be reliable
(citing Cf.

in its

assertion

4 W. LaFave,

reliability as to identification,

reliability as to

which

the likelihood of criminal

tip that only identifies a

suspect

fails

to

show

Id.

provided a correct vehicle description and license plate number only

corroborates that the anonymous tipster was
the identification

A

Id.

likely traveling

on the interstate with the SUV. That

correct does not lead to the conclusion that the allegation of criminal activity

is

or
correct Such information provides neither insight into the tipster’s veracity nor the basis of his
determining
her assertion that the SUV could not maintain its lane and is therefore irrelevant when

whether the

officer

b.

had reasonable articulable suspicion,

The normal and lawful driving behavior the trooper observed did not
corroborate the accusation the

The magistrate

could not maintain

its

lane.

also erred in concluding that the trooper's observation of the

lane corroborated the

anonymous

trooper followed the SUV,
exit the

SUV

freeway; and,

it

it

tipster’s claim that the

correctly signaled to

move

correctly signaled to turn north

SUV could not

stay in

to the far right lane;

it

SUV weaving

its

lane.

in its

While the

correctly signaled to

on Ten Mile‘ The SUV maintained

its

lane

throughout and made small correct turns to stay within the lane.
Accordingly, the trooper not only observed the
successfully travel

two

SUV maintain

miles, including changing lanes

its

and turning

lane, he also

right,

observed

with zero

it

traffic infractions.

It

is

unreasonable to conclude that

moments

before could

manage

a driver so

impaired that she could not maintain her Iane

to drive so successfully that the trooper observed no traffic

violations The driving pattern the trooper observed thus refutes the

the

SUV

could not maintain

its

lane rather than corroborates

Nor can two occasions of small corrective movement
that the

SUV was unable

driving.

While

to maintain

a driving pattern

may

its

Ms. Byrum’s otherwise flawless

give rise to reasonable suspicion of intoxication, the test

behavior. Neal, 159 Idaho at 443, 362 P.3d at 518; State

522, 525

tipster’s claim that

the lane corroborate the tipster's report

in

lane, especially in light of

driving pattern falls outside the broad range of

whether the

anonymous

it.

v.

what can be described

is

as norma| driving

Emory, 119 Idaho 661, 664, 809 P.2d

App. 1991). An ofﬁcer’s reasonable inferences from the known facts must be

(Ct.

evaluated against the backdrop of everyday driving experience.

Id‘

The Idaho Supreme Court specificaHy held that two instance of moving onto the fog

tine,

standing alone, were insufficient to arouse reasonable suspicion of DUI. Neal, 159 Idaho at 443, 362
P.3d at 528. M5. Byrum's conduct

in

making small corrective moves within her lane on two

occasions arouses even less suspicion‘ This norma| driving pattern

anonymous

tipster’s allegation that the

Normal and

c.

legal driving

tipster’s allegation the

As noted above,

mean

that

someone

failing to
is

a

if

true

a DUI.

in this

case,

does not necessarily

law violation. This Court has been quite clear

as Neal that failing to maintain the fog line
is

to corroborate the

behavior failed to corroborate the anonymous

SUV was committing

maintain one’s lane, even

committing

fails

SUV’s driver was impaired,

is

not grounds for a stop. Without

not even an allegation of any law violation, Therefore, there

is

in

more

decisions such

specificity,

there

no fact for the officer to

corroborate
i

In

finding that

weaving within the lane corroborated the a||egation that the SUV could not

1

I

maintain

its

lane of travel, the magistrate appeared to confuse the similarity

between the general

nature ofthe two driving patterns (both relating to the vehicle position relative to

whether both suggested the

driver

was impaired. An

inability to

its

lane) with

maintain the lane of travel suggest

intoxication—weaving within the lane does not.

Moreover, unlike a situation in which multiple factors corroborate one another, Ms. Byrum's
lane‘
overaH driving pattern refuted the allegation she was so impaired that she could not stay in her
649 (Ct. App. 1998) (while no factor alone
Cf. State v. Flowers, 131 Idaho 205, 209, 953 P‘Zd 64S,
established

fog

line,

a

reasonable and articulable suspicion

weaving

in his

to touch the center line

in

isolation, the driver’s

lane oftravel, crossing the fog |ine to the width of a

one or two times within one or two miles

slow sweep, hugging the
tire,

collectively

and the moving

gave

left

rise to

reasonable suspicion).
This case

observed

i5

similarly distinguishable

a blue

Mazda

from the circumstances

pickup following a

woman

and

child

in

Hankey. There, the officer had

on the shoulder of

a

road near an

interaction. Shortly thereafter, the officer received a dispatch

alleged there
officer

was

a

domestic dispute involving

had already seen the conduct giving

receiving the

anonymous

tip.

ofﬁcer had already observed.

The
In

a

caller

same

The

at the

intersection.

reasonable and articulable suspicion before

provided an explanation regarding the odd behavior that the

tip

short, the tip corroborated the officer's observations instead of the

ofﬁcer’s observations corroborating the

abnormal and suggestive of

rise to a

message advising an unknown

Mazda pickup

a blue

tip.

The behavior of the Mazda pickup was

domestic dispute without

itself is

patently

a confidential informant.

Conversely, weaving within a lane and even touching the fog line squarely

fall

within the broad

range of normal driving behavior. See Neal, 159 |daho at 443, 362 P.3d at 518. Ms. Byrim’s flawless
driving outside of

weaving within her lane twice

utterly fails to corroborate the allegation she

was

incapable of maintaining her lane of travel.

The magistrate erred

in

two occasions

finding that the trooper’s observation of

within the lane and infraction free driving sufficiently corroborated the

could not maintain her lane of travel‘ The magistrate erred

and articulable suspicion

in

anonymous

of weaving
tip

that she

finding the trooper had reasonable

justifying the traffic stop. Therefore, the magistrate erred

om

denying Ms.

Byrum’s motion to suppress.
C.

The Magistrate Abused

its

Discretion in Denying Ms. Byrum's Motion to Reconsider.

The magistrate was not obligated to consider Ms. Byrum's motion
Idaho at 321, 756 P.2d at 1085. However, once
the magistrate

was obligated

to reach

its

it

to consider.

Montague, 114

elected to consider the dispatch audio recordings,

decision consistently with applicable legal principles and

through an exercise of reason. See Schoger, 148 Idaho at 627, 226 P.3d at 1274.

The dispatch audio recording

clarified

the limited information

in

the trooper’s possession

he began to fol|ow the SUV. The broad allegation of being unab|e to maintain

its

when

lane and being

"all

over” amounted to an allegation of committing a DUI. The trooper’s observation of infraction—free

and normal driving behavior

failed to

corroborate that obligation. The magistrate failed to act

consistently with applicable legal principles

in

denying Ms‘ Byrum’s motion to reconsider.

IV.

The anonymous
maintain

its

and the basis of

lane were, and are, unknowable. For

allegation of being

Neal. Therefore,
clarity,

tipster’s veracity

"all

it is

CONCLUSION

all

his or

her allegation that the

SUV

could not

the lower court or anyone else knows, the

over” consisted of legal driving behavior under more

modern

cases, such as

unclear what behavior the trooper was corroborating Based on that lack of

Ms. Byrum's flawless driving outside of the two occasion of weaving within her

own

lane

cannot corroborate anything reported by the confidential informant.
Therefore, the magistrate erred

in

concluding that the

traffic

stop

was supported by

a

reasonable and articulable suspicion, and has failed to reach a conclusion consistent with applicable
legal principles

by denying both the motion to suppress and the motion to reconsider. Accordingly,

Ms. Byrum respectfully asks
instruction to grant her

this

Court to vacate herjudgment of conviction and remand with

motion to suppress and allow her to withdraw her plea of guilty.

DATED November 26, 2019.
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